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INSPIRE AND EMPOWER

MESSAGE

The Odisha Adarsha Vidyalaya (OAV) is the brain-child of o"ur Hon'ble Chief Minister, Shri
Naveen Patnaik, who takes personal interest in shaping these Vidyalayas through the 5T
principals adopted by the state government. The vision is to provide a free quality English
Medium CBSE Schools in each block across Odisha, with futuristic infrastructure, qualified and
experienced faculty, a holistic educational environment, standardised curriculum and emphasis
on output and outcome. I am sure, under this mandate and the motivated workforce, a huge
transformation will be achieved in a short period of time"
I am delighted that through this website we will be able to work in cohesion and collaboration
making the entire system transparent and organized. This will set a trend to bridge the gap
between the learner and learning and lead to transform OAVians as the future leaders from
Odisha. OAV will become a role model to emulate and a force to reckon with very soon.
Transformation will happen with the robust system for implementation and strengthening of our
Sangathan through the 5Ts as mandated by our Hon'ble CM. Working as a Team with
Principals and inspired leaders adhering to Timelines is sure to bring results in the fullness of
time. This website will facilitate in sharing information on results, news developments and other
big announcement within a frame work of time with the intervention of latest Technology;
making the system Transparent with standardized operating procedures.
This dynamic website will transform the education system of Odisha and borne a rejuvenated
effective and inspired leaders of the future from the State of Odisha.
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